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Abstract 
Packet-level Access control Security Scheme* (PASS) is a policy enforcement scheme for 
controlling inter-domain packet traffic between interconnected administrative domains 
(ADs). As an indispensable part of the scheme, PASS includes an inter-domain authen
tication protocol which is based on ITU-T X.509 public key certificate directory service. 
This eliminates the need of a dedicated access control server in each AD and of sharing 
private keys between neighboring network entities. This paper addresses the design of 
PASS scheme and the inter-domain authentication protocol. An overhead analysis and 
comparison with other schemes are also provided. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

With increasing internetwork applications, emerging internetworks are frequently required 
to connect administrative domains (ADs) that may have competing interests. In this 
environment, security threats of unauthorized accesses to the resources are very high. 
Therefore, ADs should be able to control incoming and outgoing traffic by specifying or 
constraining the ADs to, and through, which the traffic can flow. To do this, all the access 
control requirements should be specified clearly and then implemented properly. 

First, it is not desirable that externally accessible facilities be physically isolated from all 
strictly internal resources for this would interfere with internal access to local information 
and resources. Similarly, requiring all of the internal facilities to adopt additional security 
measures to cope with external connections may hamper internal communications and 
resource sharing. Therefore, only the administrators of the external links, gateways and the 
internal resources that are made explicitly accessible should be required to take security 
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action in response to an external connection. Owners of all other internal resources should 
be assured that their facilities are not accessible to outsiders. 

However, this approach does impose new requirements on the functionality of gateways 
and the communication protocols used. In other words, this nondiscretionary control 
mechanisms in the gateway should have access to logical information about packets, e.g., 
organization affiliation of source and destination. Finally, the costs imposed by a control 
scheme should be minimized. That is, per-packet processing and storage overhead in 
border router and end-system, additional communication during connection setup, and 
packet length overhead should be minimized. 

There have been several internet access control schemes proposed to deal with these 
situations such as in Estrin (1987) and Iqbal (1992). The VISA scheme in Estrin (1987) 
implemented controls in a packet-forwarding gateway by working in concert with an ac
cess control server (ACS). The ACS carries out the high-level evaluation of communication 
requests and the gateway enforces the ACS's decision using the VISA scheme. That is, 
a gateway only allows the packets with valid exit visa stamp to exit from and packets 
with valid entry visa stamp to enter into its network. However, this scheme requires the 
distribution of visas in plain text for each external session, which requires extra security 
measures to transport the visas to hosts requesting external sessions. Hence, the security 
of the mechanism depends largely on the protection of the visas during distribution. More
over, VISA scheme does not specify any authentication protocol as in Needham (1978) 
for session initiation stage, which makes this scheme less attractive in an internetwork 
environment with heterogeneous authentication protocols. 

Iqbal (1992) formulated an approach for authenticating individual packets from a host 
for the duration of an external session without distributing packet authentication keys. 
In this scheme, a chain of pairwise authentications between neighboring principals on the 
path from the source to the destination host should be accomplished during the session 
initiation procedure. This requires peer communicating entities, including network access 
control gateways (NACGs) in different organizations, to share their RSA private/public 
key pairs. This increases vulnerability tremendously since the compromise of any one 
gateway can make other gateways in other organizations subject to attack when they 
share RSA private keys. This is not desirable in today's competing and hostile internet 
environment. Moreover, for all but very nearby hosts, the overhead due to the consecutive 
pairwise authentications becomes large. 

This led us to develop a more efficient and secure mechanism, a Packet-level Access 
control Security Scheme (PASS). PASS requires each organization to control all the exit 
and the entry points, Internet Access Control Gateway (IACG), of its internal network 
to implement a nondiscretionary access control mechanism to isolate pure-internal re
sources from externally accessible resources. IACGs are dedicated to the access control 
functions such as authorization and authentication of end-systems and enforcement of 
control policies on traffic flowing through it. Therefore, PASS does not require each AD 
to have dedicated local access control servers, which makes it more acceptable in many 
situations. The inter-domain authentication is achieved by using Public Key Certificates, 
which are provided by ISO standard 9594-8/ITU-T X.509 (1988) Directory Public Key 
Certificates and hierarchically organized Certification Authorities. This removes the need 
for a globally-trusted ACS which is not quite realistic in many situations. 

In section 2, the components and protocol of PASS are presented and an overhead 
analysis is given in section 3. A comparison with other schemes is given in section 4. 
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2 PASS SCHEME 

The primary goal of PASS is to allow an AD to control communication so that a packet can 
only leave the source AD if the source end-system has been authorized to communicate 
with the corresponding destination and the packet is properly addressed for the destination 
end-system. It also should be originated at the source end-system recently and has not 
been modified in transit. Similarly, a packet can only enter the destination AD if the 
conditions similar to those mentioned above are met. 

2.1 Constituents of PASS 

Internet Access Control Gateways 
A PASS-router, called here as IACG, is a border router that use PASS protocol to enforce 
access controls. IACG is also responsible for authorization and authentication with end
systems in its local AD. IACGs are trusted and assumed to be defensive against attempted 
abuse from external entities. This assumption is critical since these gateways issue and 
maintain packet authentication keys. 

The choice of the authorization and authentication procedures used by an IACG is the 
decision of each individual AD. The public key based authentication protocol which is 
used in inter-domain authentication can also be used in this intradomain case. Access 
control decisions may be most appropriately made according to group or class affiliation 
and associated category sets that determine access rights. The PASS scheme itself does 
not dictate or constrain any particular authorization scheme. Regardless of the approaches 
used, the PASS scheme assumes only that a yes/no decision is passed to the PASS software. 
In this paper, we describe the PASS interface to IACG, not the IACG design itself. 

Passes 
A pass is a unique value assigned to a communication session between a pair of end-systems 
on different ADs. Depending on the signature method, it may be an encryption key (such 
as DES) or a secret prefix/suffix for use in conjunction with MD5 in Rivest (1992). It 
is used to compute packet signatures for the traffic from a source to a destination end
system. Each packet that belongs to an authorized session carries a distinct pass value in 
the IP header option field that is a function of pass value and the packet contents. In most 
types of communication, packets will flow in both directions, which requires each direction 
of communication to be assigned a distinct pass-key. To reduce the protocol overhead, an 
AD can allow its IACG to issue tow-way passes automatically if no authentication of the 
remote destination is required. 

Each host that make use of the internetwork communication maintains an active pass 
list. Each entry in the pass list consists of a pass value, the addresses of the machines 
involved in the session, and any restrictions that may apply such as pass lifetime. IACGs 
also maintain a pass list to enforce access control on the traffic flowing through them. 

PASS End-systems 
End-systems using PASS protocol to communicate each other are called PASS End
systems. Any PASS End-system who wants to communicate outside of its AD must obtain 
a pass-key allowing its packets to exit from the local AD and enter to the destination AD. 
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Figure 1 An illustration of two communicating PASS ADs 

In order to obtain exit authorization it needs to contact one of the local IACGs which 
authenticates its identity and checks access control list to authorizes its access rights. 
An end-system should also have a proper means for generating pass stamps and a secure 
storage for active pass list. 

Certification Authorities 
In X.509 directory-authentication framework, a Certification Authority (CA) is an author
ity trusted by one or more users to create and assign public-key certificates. A public-key 
certificate is associated with each principal in the network and contains its public key. 
Any user with access to the public key of the CA can recover the user public key that 
was certified and no party other than the certification authority can modify the certificate 
without this being detected. . 

Network Environment 
We have the model of DARPA Internet in mind when we design this scheme, which has 
the following characteristics: 

e End-systems are autonomous and cannot necessarily be trusted. 
• ADs are interconnected with routers and, conceptually, the connection between two 

ADs is a pair of half-routers connected via a trusted link. Each half-router can be 
trusted by its own AD but not necessarily by any other AD. 

• All information flows via datagram packets, which consists of a header that includes 
addressing and other control information, and a data segment that is not intelligible 
to routers. 

• A packet may flow through several untrusted ADs on its way to the destination. 
• Both source and destination end-system addresses can be forged. It is not possible (us

ing hardware methods) to determine reliably which end-system actually sent a packet 
or to prevent a packet from being seen by unauthorized end-system. 

• Packets traveling across an internetwork may be lost, duplicated, or re-ordered. 
• Successive packets between a given end-system pair may travel along different routes. 
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2.2 Protocol 

PASS protocol consists of three phases: session initiation phase, packet forwarding phase, 
and session revocation phase. 

Session Initiation Phase 
The protocol is put in motion when an end-system, H., in ADa initiates communication 
with another end-system, Hb, in ADb. Ha may already know that its intended destination 
is in a remote AD, either from previous experiences or through some external mechanism 
(e.g., a name server). If so, H a may directly send an A UTH- REQUEST packet to I AC G a 

Otherwise, since the packet carries no pass-stamp, the exit IACG will reply with a RE
JECT packet which notifies Ha that the intended destination is non-local, and that it 
must acquire a pass by first getting authorization and authentication from a local IACG. 

Ha then sends an authorization/authentication request packet to I ACG •. In (3), Ha {I} 
represents the signing of I by host H •. This message is intended to establish the identity 
of Ha and the authenticity of the message through signing of the packet with the private 
key of H •. AUTH-REQUEST packet also claims that the message was intended for Hb 
and the integrity of the message. On the other hand, the timestamp, TSHa guarantees the 
freshness of the message. 

DATA H. -+ I ACG. : {H., Hb, Data} 

REJECT I ACG. -+ H. : {H., Hb, I ACG.} 
AUTH-REQUEST H.-+ IACG.: H.,H.{Hb,TSHJ 

( 1) 

(2) 
(3) 

I ACG. now needs H.'s public key to extract the contents of the signed packet. I ACGa 
should obtain the public key certificate which contains the public key of Ha from X.509 
directory unless it stored it in local storage from previous communication. With the suc
cessful extraction of packet contents, I ACGa checks T S •. Otherwise (i.e., the packet has 
been modified during transmission), IACGa either discard the packet or send a REJECT 
packet to Ha notifying the fact. I ACGa does similar things when T S. does not look 
normal to prevent replay attack as indicated in Gong (1993). 

Next, I ACGa has to authorize communication between H. and Hb. This step is depen
dent on the particular policy employed by AD •. For example, it may involve a higher-level 
authentication dialog between IACG. and H •. The details of this procedure are beyond 
the scope of this paper. If the authorization fails, I ACG. notifies Ha that it is not al
lowed to communicate with Hb. Otherwise, I ACGa proceeds to finish up the authenti
cation either by following the local authentication protocol available or by verifying the 
AUTH-REQUEST packet using the public key of Ha. 

Upon successful authentication, I ACGa sends PASS-REQUEST packet to the destina
tion AD, ADb. This request should be delivered to the counterpart IACG, I ACGb. I ACG. 
may know the address of I ACGb from the previous communication in which case PASS
REQUEST may be sent directly. It could also obtain I ACGb's address via a name service 
query. Otherwise, PASS-REQUEST packet is addressed to the destination end-system, 
Hb, and eventually it is picked up by I ACGb since it does not have proper pass stamp 
on it. Again, this packet is singed with I ACGa's private key to provide the authenticity 
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and the integrity of the message. Timestamp T Sa guarantees the timeliness and should 
be unique since it is used as a pass identifier later. 

PASS-REQUEST IACG.--+ Hb: IACG.,IACG.{H.,Hb,TS.} (4) 

PASS-GRANT IACGb--+ IACG.: IACGb{H.,Hb,TS.,Algor,LT,IACG.[K.b]J5) 

When a PASS-REQUEST reaches ADb, it is trapped by IACGb since it does not have 
proper pass stamp on it. I ACGb first verifies that Hb indicated in the PASS-REQUEST 
is in fact an end-system in its AD. This is necessary in order to minimize time spent 
on potentially malformed PASS-REQUESTs. Next, I ACGb authorizes communication 
between H. and Hb. When it fails, the REJECT packet will be sent to IACG •. Otherwise 
it proceeds to the authentication procedure. In order to authenticate its contents by 
recomputing the signature, I ACGb needs the public key of I ACG •. This public key is 
found in the public key certificate of I ACG. which is obtained from the X.509 directory 
as a response to the request of IACGb. In the mean time, IACG. requests the public key 
certificate of I ACGb to a local X.509 Certification Authority (CA), CA., to get the public 
key of I ACGb. Both IACGs may look up local storage to find the opponent's public key 
used in previous communications. 

Using the public key of I ACG., KIAca., I ACGb recomputes the signature of the PASS
REQUEST and verify both its origin and data integrity. Both freshness and uniqueness 
of the PASS-REQUEST packet are inferred from the enclosed timestamp, TS. as in Lam 
(1992) and Liskov (1991). 

A PASS-GRANT packet shown in (5) includes the source and destination end-system 
addresses, H. and Hb, respectively, that are authorized to use this pass. That is, they 
tells this pass has been issued by Hb and is being used for the packets destined for Hb 
from H •. PASS routers I ACGa and I ACGb use these end-system addresses to locate the 
appropriate pass-key when they associate incoming packets with a particular communica
tion session. The timestamp T S. is used here as an identifier of the pass which is assigned 
to a pair of end-systems, H. and Hb. This value should be unique and unused before. In 
that sense, it is used here as a nonce as indicated in Needham (1978). 

LT is a lifetime of a pass-key, which can either be a specific system time, a maximum 
number of packets transmitted or a maximum amount of data transferred. Kab is a pass
key granted by Hb to be used to compute packet signatures for the traffic destined for Hb 
from H •. Depending on the signature method, which is specified in Algor field, Kab may 
be either an encryption key such as DES or a secret prefix/suffix for use in conjunction 
with MD5. 

To achieve the confidentiality of the pass-key during distribution, it is encrypted with 
IACG.'s public key, which allows only H. to decrypt it. When IACG. receives a PASS
GRANT packet, it first verifies that H., Hb and T S. are indeed the same values that were 
sent in the PASS-REQUEST packet. It then verifies the PASS-REQUEST packet with 
the public key of IACGb, KIACG•· Finally, it decrypts {Kab}K1Aca. with its private key, 
Kilca. and store the pass-key. 

Next, I ACG. may reply with ACK packet which notifies I ACGb that the PASS
GRANT packet has arrived safely and it successfully has decrypted Kab· ACK packet 
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may be skipped for brevity even though it makes the inter-domain authentication more 
complete. 

ACK I ACGa --> I ACGb : I ACGa, {I ACGb, TSa} Kab (6) 

In the mean time, both I ACGa and I ACGb create a new entry in their pass-table and 
IACGa forwards the pass-key to Ha by sending PASS-FORWARD packet. 

PASS-FORWARD I ACGa--> Ha: I ACGa,I AC:Ga{Ha, Hb, TSa, Algor, LT, Ha[I<ab]~7) 

This packet is signed with I ACGa's private key in order to be verified by Ha with 
I ACGa's public key. The pass-key is encrypted with Ha's public key. This prevents any 
other principal in the network from decrypting and acquiring the pass-key. 

Packet Forwarding Phase 
When the setup phase is completed, Ha can begin communication. Each packet that Ha 
sends to Hb has to be accompanied by a pass-stamp. Since there are possibilities that more 
than one communication sessions are outstanding between Ha and Hb, a pass identifier 
should be included in those packets. In this scheme, T Sa is used for this purpose. With 
it, the PASS routers can successfully identify an entry in their pass table. 

A pass-stamp is computed as: 

PASS- STAMP= F([Header·, Data],I<ab) 

where, F is the signature function determined by the Algor field agreed to during the 
session initiation phase. 

DATA-PACKET Ha->Hb: {Header,Pa.s.s-Stamp,Data} (8) 

When a packet stamped with a pass-stamp arrives at I AC:Ga, it has to be checked to 
show authorization to leave its local AD, ADa, as well as authenticity of its contents. 
I ACGa first looks up its pass-table with the source, destination addresses and pass
key identifier supplied by the packet. Successful look-up indicates the existence of exit 
authorization by I ACGa. Next, I ACGa verifies the packet signature by re-computing the 
packet signature and comparing it to the pass-stamp attached to the packet. If the two 
values match, I ACGa can safely conclude that packet contents are authentic. The packet 
is now forwarded to the destination AD through internetwork. 

The operations performed by I ACGb on any incoming data packet is exactly the same 
as those of I ACGa's; it checks authorization by indexing its pass-table with the source 
and destination addresses and pass identifier, re-computes the signature to verify the 
authenticity of the packet contents. A successfully checked packet is delivered to the 
destination end-system, Hb. 
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Session Revocation 
Pass may be expired for a couple of reasons: first, a normal expiration which occurs when 
the Life Time condition is met, and secondly, an explicit revocation by an IACG. In the 
first case, a PASS-router simply deletes the corresponding entry from its pass-table. When 
a packet bearing a pass-stamp computed using an expired pass arrives at the PASS-router, 
it is promptly discarded since the table look-up fails. 

In case of explicit revocation, an IACG may decide for some reason that a certain pass 
is no longer trusted and sends a REVOKE packet to the appropriate PASS-router. 

3 OVERHEAD ANALYSIS 

3.1 System Overhead 

At the system level, overheads are associated with the additional storage requirement for 
the PASS software codes and related parameters . The overheads related to the storage 
of software codes vary according to the type of internetwork entity (an end-system or an 
access control gateway) and to the programming paradigms employed in the implemen
tation. These topics are beyond the scope of this paper and are not discussed further. 

On the other hand, maintaining pass-tables demands additional storage in IACGs and 
end-systems. Each IACG keeps valid pass-list which at minimum consists of source end
system address, destination address, pass identifier, pass-key, lifetime, and signing algo
rithm. Due to the limited availability of memory in IACG, it is required to keep the size 
of the pass-list as small as possible. This in turn requires an efficient maintenance of pass
list by removing invalid pass entry from the list in a timely manner. This depends on the 
efficiency of the pass revocation mechanism. Additional information such as the arrival 
time of the last valid packet might be needed to monitor the activities of communication 
sessions for detecting idle ones. 

An end-system must also keep a list of active passes. This pass-list is essentially the 
same as the IACG's pass-list. IACGs and end-systems may need to have space for storing 
public-key certificates of peer entities in local and remote ADs for faster access of public 
keys of them. 

3.2 Network Overhead 

Session Initiation 
The number of additional packets required for establishing an external session between 
Ha and Hb can be traced from the sequence of events explained in Section 2.2. It shows 
that there are 10 extra packets required before Ha was allowed to go into the packet 
forwarding phase. The first two packets, DATA and REJECT packet, can be skipped if 
the source end-system knows that the destination end-system is in remote AD and it has 
the address of local IACG, I ACGa. Moreover, four packets involved in getting public-key 
certificates can also be saved if both IACGs find each other's public-key certificates in 
their local cache. Therefore, we can say that only four additional packets are needed in 
session initiation phase in the best case. 
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Packet Forwarding 
Extra packets are generated only when there is a failure in matching the pass stamp of a 
packet transmitted between two peer entities. One extra packet is generated if the pass 
stamp of a packet from Ha does not match that generated in I ACG •. Two extra packets 
will be generated if the pass stamp of a packet from Ha does not match that generated 
in I ACGb. Other overheads in this phase include the additional fields in data packets, 
table look-ups in IACGs, and pass stamp computation in end-systems and IACGs. The 
pass identifier is 32-bit quantity which is typical for a timestamp in internet protocols. 
The size of the pass stamp depends on the signature method agreed by Algor field in 
PASS-GRANT packet. For now, it is either 64 bit DES key or 128 bits for MD5 secret 
prefix/ suffix. 

4 COMPARISON WITH OTHER SCHEMES 

4.1 Performance 

First, the number of extra packets generated for each external session in PASS scheme, 
which is at most 10, is substantially smaller than the other two schemes. 

The author of the VISA scheme illustrated the visa acquisition phase for a pairwise 
connection with an example and concluded: 'For the illustration given above, a minimum 
of 15 extra packets are generated before the first user packet gets through, not including 
the packets that comprise the authorization/authentication conversations between hosts 
and ACSs. Note that all of these control packets will be of minimal length.' That is, this 
scheme may introduce well over 20 extra packets in session initiation phase 

With Iqbal's scheme, there are 21 extra packets required before the local host was 
allowed to go into the packet control mode, i.e. ready to transport packets to the remote 
network. Moreover, this number of extra packets is derived with the assumption that 
the transit network gateways do not enforce the access control procedures. Obviously, if 
the number of interconnected networks increases and the access control procedures are 
implemented in each of the transit networks, the overheads will increase dramatically. 

4.2 Security 

In VISA scheme, if the visas are to be distributed securely, each access control entity will 
have to carry out the secure key distribution functions and to run a common encryption 
protocol to enable the gateways to pass secret information, such as visas, to the hosts for 
each external session. This requires some trusted key distribution centers (KDCs), known 
as access control servers in the VISA scheme, in addition to the access control gateways. 

The Achilles' heel with Iqbal's scheme is the requirement that peer entities should 
share their RSA private/public key pairs. Even though the access control gateways are 
highly trusted machine with the responsibility of protecting against unauthorized access 
to network resources, sharing of RSA private/public key pairs by possibly competing or 
hostile network entities make it much vulnerable to many security threats. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a design and analysis of a efficient and secure internetwork access con
trol scheme called PASS, which enforces policy control on packet level. This packet-level 
approach is more flexible and efficient than a high-level gateway approach, which suffers 
from performance overhead of the high-level processing in gateways and requirement of 
constructing separate gateway functions for each application they support. PASS has been 
designed for the environment where simple source/destination filter and access control list 
are not sufficient to enforce policies due to the dynamic nature of the internetwork and 
insufficient logical information in the addresses used. PASS incurs less communication 
overhead than existing packet-level access control schemes and reduces security vulnera
bilities in the inter-domain authentication and key distribution stage by using public key 
certificates. 
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